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Seppi’s Visit to London 
 
Seppi spends a week in London with his English exchange pupil Mike. Here is the 

conversation which/that/X (1) they have about a walk around London: 

 

Seppi: I’d like to visit some sights in London. What would you recommend 

visiting? 

Mike: OK, let’s go for a walk around London. What are the sights which/that/X (2) 

you would like to see most? 

Seppi: I’d like to see the famous sights which/that/X (3) I learned about in my 

English lessons. But I have forgotten the names. We learned about a prison 

which/that (4) shows you the history of a murderer who/[that| (5) killed many 

women at night-time.  

Mike: Ah, that’s the London Dungeon and the man whose (6) name you’ve 

forgotten is Jack the Ripper. Well, we don’t really know whether he is the man 

who/that (7) killed all these women. The London Dungeon offers you three 

different rides which/that/X (8) you can choose from..  

Seppi: Yes, I know. I’d like to take the ride which/that (10) takes me to the 

underworld of Jack the Ripper. This is the ride which/that/X (11) I would like most 

and which/that (12) makes me scared.  

Mike: Yes, it’s very scary. What is another sight which/that/X (13) you’d like to 

see? 

Seppi: What’s the name of the monument which/that (14) reminds us of the Great 

Fire of London? 

Mike: Well, people just call it “the Monument” with a capital M.  It’s funny, isn’t 

it? 

Seppi: Yes, it is, because there are so many other monuments which/that (15) 

make you think of historical events and famous people. What’s the name of the 

architect who/that (16) designed many buildings after the Great Fire? 
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Mike: Christopher Wren. We can look at some buildings which/that/X (17) 

Christopher Wren designed. The most famous building which/that/X (18) he 

designed is St. Paul’s Cathedral.  

Seppi: Yes, let’s go there. Our English teacher told us something that/X (19) I have 

forgotten. I think about a funny gallery high up in the cathedral…. 

Mike: Oh yes, that’s probably the whispering gallery. If you whisper at one side of 

the gallery, your friend can hear everything that/X (20) you said on the other side 

of the gallery. 

Seppi: Yes, that’s what the teacher told us. He also told us about a park where (21) 

you can see a memorial to Princess Diana.  

Mike: That’s the Hyde Park. We can go there for a run which/that/X (22) you’ll 

never forget. Yes, and at one corner you can listen to people who/[that] (23) stand 

on boxes and give speeches on crazy topics.  

Seppi: Well, Mike, I think we have got enough sights which/that/X (24) we can look 

at. Let’s start right away.  

Now Mike and Seppi are walking around London. Right now they’re at the 

southern end of Westminster Bridge and are walking across.. 

Seppi: What’s the name of the bridge which/that/X (25) we are just crossing? 

Mike: It’s called Westminster Bridge. It’s the bridge which/that (26) connects South 

London with Central London. The building which/that/X (27) you can see at the 

end of the bridge is a famous clock tower.   

Seppi: Oh yes, that’s Big Ben, isn’t it? 

Mike: Not quite. Big Ben is the name of the clock which/that (28) hangs in the 

tower. It’s the clock whose (29) sound you can hear on TV and on the radio. 

Seppi: And the big buildings which/that (30) are next to Big Ben are the Houses of 

Parliament, aren’t they? I remember a picture which/that (31) was in my English 

book.   

Mike: Yes, these are the Houses of Parliament. But let’s go to the London Eye. 
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Seppi: What’s the London Eye?  

Mike: The London Eye is a big wheel which/that (32) can carry several hundred 

people. From the top you’ve got the best view of London.  

Seppi: Well, I guess, we’ve seen enough today. Let’s go home. I’m tired now. 


